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The CEFT Board welcomes Joe Liles, a long-time educator from 

Holland, Texas as the newest RVOS representative to the Board. 

Liles has been active in both RVOS and SPJST organizations and an 

Ag Science teacher in the Holland School District for over 35 years.

The Board of Directors of the Czech Educational Foundation of Texas 

(CEFT) hopes that all of you have had a very happy holiday season 

and that you will have a very good and prosperous New Year.  We 

look forward to seeing all of you throughout the upcoming year. 

In particular, we invite and encourage all of you to attend the 

CEFT Annual Meeting on Saturday, January 21, in room 2.104 of 

Benedict Hall on the campus of The University of Texas at Austin. The 

meeting will start at 10:30am and will be followed at noon by a piano 

recital in Jessen Auditorium (Homer Rainey Hall) by a Czech pianist 

who is studying at the University of Texas, Ms. Karolina Syrovatkova. 

The Annual Meeting of CEFT affords everyone the opportunity to 

learn more about developments and activities during the past year at 

the three CEFT endowments: the Texas Chair of Czech Studies at the 

University of Texas at Austin, the CEFT William J. Hlavinka Czech 

Fellowship at Texas A&M University in College Station, and the CEFT 

Frank J. and Hermine Kostohryz Residency in Czech Music at the 

University of North Texas in Denton. The meeting also offers 

everyone the opportunity to share their thoughts and suggestions 

about CEFT and its future endeavors. Please plan to attend!

We, the Board of Directors, continue our fundraising efforts for 

these three endowments and we encourage all of you to continue to 

support the endowment(s) of your choice. The continued strained 

economic conditions at our public institutions of higher learning in 

Texas make it all the more imperative that we all continue to 

financially support these programs to the extent that we can. If you 

are unable to attend the Annual Meeting, please feel free to contact 

one of the Program Advisors for each of the three programs for more
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CEFT member/director/officer Sidney Kacir of Temple was awarded 

the Maresh-Skrivanek-Kacir Founding Fathers Award in recognition of 

his dedication and outstanding service to the CEFT in its goal of 

preserving the Czech language and culture in Texas.  Sidney is the 

son of August Kacir who, along with Henry R. Maresh and Dr. John M. 

Skrivanek, served as the first board members of CEFT when it 

received its state charter in 1954. Sidney has carried on his father’s 

dedication to the CEFT by serving as Director and Legal Advisor to 

the organization for many years. He played key roles in the 

arrangements of all three CEFT endowments, beginning with the 

establishment of the Texas Chair in Czech Studies at UT-Austin in 

1989 to the latest increase of the endowment at UNT in 2011.  

Kacir was a U.S. Air Force pilot assigned as a combat operations 

officer and forward air controller to Air Task Force 13 between the 

Korean and Vietnam Wars when Genralissimo Chiang Kai-sheck of 

Taiwan threatened to invade mainland China and the Communist 

Chinese were going to invade Taiwan. Serving in the islands of 

Taiwan, Matsu and surrounding waters in the Taiwan Strait and South 

China Sea, Kacir worked with Chinese pilots and ground forces 

ordering various air strikes and scouted beaches for signs of activity. 

Piloting in red alert zones, Kacir recalls his flying experience as “hours 

of boredom coupled with minutes of sheer terror”.  

Before and after his military service, Sidney pursued his 

undergraduate, masters, and law degrees at the University of Texas 

at Austin where he was also a 1950-51 Intramural Wresting 

Champion.  He and the former Dorothy Wood of Austin married in 

1955 and had three children - Linda, Donna and Dan. His 

grandchildren Charles and Samantha participated in the presentation 

of the Founding Fathers Award to their grandfather at the CEFT 

annual meeting in 2011. Charles and Samantha have become regular 

attendees of CEFT meetings, an indication that the fourth Kacir 

generation may carry on the dedication to CEFT like their grandfather 

and great-grandfather.

                                                                            continued on page 5
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Program Updates
University of Texas at Austin

- Chair in Czech Studies -
For students lucky enough to gain admission to the University of 

Texas at Austin, a variety of options are available for the study of 

Czech language, literature and culture.  Three instructors of varying 

backgrounds and interests offer courses in Czech in the 

Department of Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies.

Veronika Tuckerova

Teaching Czech Literature and advanced language classes is 

Veronika Tuckerova, this year’s fellow of the Texas Chair in Czech 

Studies.  Professor Tuckerova’s course in the fall featured Czech 

literary characters who are often outsiders or dissidents.  

Considering Hašek’s Švejk, Hrabal’s Hant’a, Kafka’s K. or Havel’s 

Vaňek or Ferdinand, the course poses the questions: “Do they 

consciously try to be subversive, or are they forced into their roles?  

Are they heroes or fools?”  The spring semester course on Modern 

Czech Literature will include well known authors such as Neruda, 

Hašek, Čapek, Hrabal and Klima, as well as lesser known authors.  

Tuckerova’s goal is to help the students “discover” great works of 

literature.

Ms. Tuckerova’s expertise in Czech literature reflects not only 

her undergraduate studies in Prague, but also her studies at the 

Graduate Center of the City University of New York and at 

Columbia.   Her dissertation about the Reading of Kafka in 

Communist Czechoslovakia was defended at Columbia after having

Texas A&M University
- CEFT William J. Hlavinka Fellowship -

Peter Anténe, the current William J. Hlavinka Czech Fellow at Texas 

A&M, will continue teaching his Czech classes in Spring 2012, while 

completing his M.A. in English at A&M.  Other Czech-related projects 

include the purchase of very special Czech art books from the World 

War I era. These books will be housed at Cushing Library. They are 

part of an expanding collection of Czech-related books in this library, 

encouraged by David Chroust, and in this case the books are related 

to a strong interest in military history at Texas A&M.

Most importantly, we need to supplement the endowment that 

funds the CEFT Hlavinka Czech Fellowship at A&M. This is our 

current priority at CEFT: the endowment needs additional funding 

now to ensure that we can continue our fellowship and Czech classes 

in the future. Please encourage everyone you know who has a 

commitment to the continuation of Czech instruction in Texas to help 

us in our endeavor. Of course we are seeking supplements to the 

already existing Hlavinka endowment, but if any individual or family 

makes a contribution of $150,000 or more we will be happy to set up 

a complementary endowment with a new name but the same purpose 

of supporting Czech instruction and other Czech-related projects at 

Texas A&M and the surrounding community.  

As editor of the journal Kosmas, Clinton Machann, Chairman of 

CEFT and Texas A&M Program Advisor, wants to encourage 

everyone with an interest in our state’s Czech heritage to read a very

special piece in our recent Fall 2011 edition, Andrew M. Drozd’s 

University of North Texas
- CEFT Frank J. and Hermine Kostohryz Residency in Czech Music and Culture -

Bezdek Endowment

Through a lead gift from Jim and Rose Bezdek, the CEFT Dr. Jim and Rose Bezdek Endowment Celebrating Czech Music and Culture has 

successfully been established. Many thanks for the gifts to the endowment which will help ensure that the study and performance of Czech 

music will be available to college students and to Czech communities across Texas in perpetuity.

Czech brass band to tour Texas in performances sponsored by UNT

A Czech brass band - or dechovka - called Střibřnanka plans to tour the state of Texas in a series of performances sponsored by the UNT 

College of Music and the CEFT. The band consists of seven instrumentalists and two singers who will present concerts and perform at dinner-

dances in February and March. Performances will be:

 Feb. 25 (Saturday) in Ennis (exact location and time TBD)

 Feb. 26 (Sunday) in West (exact location and time TBD)

 Feb. 28 (Tuesday) in Caldwell (exact location and time TBD)

 Feb. 29 (Wednesday) at the Onion Creek Country Club in Austin (evening)

 March 3 (Saturday) at the Czech Center Museum in Houston (evening)

 March 4 (Sunday) in Dallas (exact location and time TBD)

continued on page 6continued on page 3
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been researched in Germany and the Czech Republic. While in New 

York, Tuckerova taught at Queens College and at Columbia, and 

while in the Czech Republic, at the Prague campus of New York 

University.

Born in Prague, Ms. Tuckerova grew up in the Malá Strana 

neighborhood during the “normalization” period of the 1970s and 

1980s. In 1988 she moved with her parents to Staré Město.  He 

father, who had worked in Czech radio during the 1960s, was by then 

working only menial jobs because of his status as a dissident.  He 

was one of the first signers of the Charter 77 declaration, which asked 

the Communist government to respect human rights.  Tuckerova 

remarks that the neighborhoods where she lived, now opulent tourist 

meccas, were at the time she lived there ordinary, somewhat 

rundown residential neighborhoods, and “very inspiring places to 

live.” 

Tuckerova was in her first year at the university in Prague during 

the revolution of 1989.  She participated in various student 

demonstrations, including the definitive one on November 17.  After 

that she traveled around the country including to the far-reaching 

areas of eastern Slovakia to report about events unfolding in Prague.

Accompanying Professor Tuckerova to Austin is her husband, 

Aviezer Tucker, philosopher, political scientist, and author of The 

Philosophy and Politics of Czech Dissidents from Patocka to Havel

(Pittsburgh University Press).  At the University of Texas he works in 

the Energy Institute, and in the fall he taught a course in European 

Studies.

Professor Tuckerova speaks very highly of her students.  She 

says: “To study Czech language is very hard, and I try to ease this 

hard work by bringing lots of cultural and authentic materials, short 

articles from Czech newspapers, poems, films, or teach students how 

to order food in Czech restaurants and cafes using authentic menus.”

Mark Hopkins

Growing up in Dalhart in the Texas panhandle, Mark Hopkins had 

virtually no contact with anything Czech.  Nonetheless, he is now 

fluent in the Czech language, and is teaching First Year Czech for the 

fourth year in a row.  While working on an undergraduate degree in 

theatre at Simon’s Rock College in Massachusetts, Hopkins chose

the Czech Republic for his junior year abroad because of Prague’s 

reputation for avant-garde theatre.  After award of his bachelor’s 

degree in 2002, he returned to Prague where he became conversant 

in the language while teaching English and working as production 

assistant on American movies being filmed there.  

Returning to the US, Mark studied Russian and Czech at Tulane 

before enrolling in the graduate program in Slavics at the University of 

Texas.  Hopkins has attended several programs in language studies 

in the Czech Republic and Russia, and at UT has been awarded 

numerous fellowships and scholarships.  He was awarded an M.A. in 

UT Austin                          continued from page 2 Slavic language pedagogy in 2008 and is a candidate for a Ph.D. in 

2013.  His dissertation explores the use of music videos in teaching 

foreign language.

At UT, Mark credits Czech Table for maintaining camaraderie 

among students of Czech, as well as engendering a high level of 

interest and achievement in Czech Studies.   Czech Table is an 

informal weekly gathering of students of Czech at a campus coffee 

house.  Students from all levels meet to discuss random topics and 

current events as they practice speaking Czech.  A recent bonus at 

these meetings is the introduction of students from the Czech 

Republic who are studying at UT’s business school.

Hopkins is slated to teach First Year Czech again next year as 

well as an intensive Czech language course to be offered this 

summer.

Zachary Doleshal

Teaching for the first time in the fall of 2011, Zachary Doleshal taught 

History of Prague, a course that explored one thousand years of life in 

one of the world’s most beloved cities.   The course description 

states, “…while it is a city of heart-wrenching beauty and world class 

cultural productions, it is also a city of unspeakable cruelty, where 

ethnic cleansing, pogroms, and religious wars stand beside its brilliant 

architects, musicians, and writers.”  The course viewed the city in the 

context of its multicultural and diverse inhabitants: Germans, Jews, 

Czechs, Catholics, Roma, Hussites, and the Plastic People of the 

Universe.

Doleshal admits to having picked this course topic because he 

thought that it would be popular with students.  His assumption 

proved correct as enrollment filled to capacity early.  He is impressed 

with the level of interest and scholarship that his students have 

shown, and is gratified that six of his thirty students have made plans 

to continue their studies in Prague through other University programs. 

Descended from Czech immigrants to the Brenham area, Zach 

grew up in Austin and New Braunfels with knowledge of an 

ambiguous German-Czech heritage.  He spoke no Czech and heard 

very little growing up.  After attaining a bachelor degree in history and 

creative writing at the University of New Mexico, he visited Prague on 

a backpacking trip where he fell in love with the city, and where he 

first began to feel his own cultural awakening after seeing his family 

name, Doležal, in the Vyšehrad Cemetery.  Subsequently he 

immersed himself in Czech language study both in Prague and at UT 

where he was awarded four FLAS Fellowships and a Master’s 

Degree.  He has become fluent in the language, and has used that 

fluency in his research at the archives in Zlin for his dissertation on 

the Bat’a shoe manufacturing empire.  He is a Ph.D. candidate for the 

spring of 2012.

Doleshal’s course this spring will deal with the Czech Diaspora.  

He hopes to attract students of Texas-Czech background who will 

research their own family histories.
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James Sassin

Texas A&M University
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Woody Smith
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2011 CEFT Board of Directors

The CEFT Board of 
Directors meets quarterly in 

various locations across 
Texas. The last meeting of 
2011 was held at the Texas 
Czech Heritage & Cultural 

Center in La Grange.  

The 2012 Annual General 
Meeting will be held

January 21, 2012 on the 
campus of The University of 

Texas at Austin
(see back page for details).

Visit www.ceft.us for current 
CEFT news, information, 

and membership/donation 
information.  We appreciate 

your support.

Supplemental Endowment for Texas A&M University
At the quarterly board meeting held in October 2011, the CEFT launched a supplemental endowment for its educational program at Texas A&M 

University at College Station.  The goal is to raise more than $150,000 at an early date.  Donations from this date forward that are made to CEFT 

will be applied to our project at A&M University unless the donors state they want the funds to go towards the programs at University of Texas at 

Austin or University of North Texas.  If an individual or family donates at least $150,000 for this supplemental endowment, the CEFT will establish 

a supplemental endowment at Texas A&M University and it will have a new name that includes the individual or family name of the donor(s). This 

would complement and enhance the existing Hlavinka Fellowship at Texas A&M. 

From October 29, 2011 forward all donations that do not specify which project they will be used for will be placed in the existing regular 

business bank account and reported on at every Board meeting. If there is no large donor or new family name for the supplemental endowment 

at A&M, these donations will be added to the existing CEFT William J. Hlavinka Fellowship at the school.
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The Czech Educational Foundation of Texas
Membership/Memorial Contribution Form

Promote the study of Czech language and culture in Texas institutions of higher learning
by joining the Czech Educational Foundation of Texas.

Name  ________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________

City ________________________________ State _____________ Zip_____________

Telephone _____________________________________________________________

Email _________________________________________________________________

Quantity Amount Total

2012 CEFT Membership Renewal _____x $  35.00 $__________

Donation to CEFT in honor of: $__________

Please print name(s): 

Send acknowledgment of above to:

Donation to CEFT in memory of: $__________

Please print name(s): 

Send acknowledgment of above to:

No membership, but please accept my gift: $__________

Please return this form with your dues and/or donations to:
CEFT
c/o Anton Pustejovsky
P.O. Box 4136
Sargent, TX 77404

Amount Enclosed: $____________

We do not sell our membership list. 
The Czech Educational Foundation of Texas is 
a 501(c)(3) non-profit tax-exempt organization.

information about how to make a contribution—advisors’ names are listed in this newsletter. Also 

included in this newsletter is a membership/memorial contribution/donation form. Please continue 

to support CEFT by renewing your annual membership and encouraging others to join. 

Also, members of CEFT should soon be receiving a ballot for Directors who are up for re-

election to the Board this year. You may return the ballot by mail to the address indicated on the 

ballot or you may bring the ballot to the Annual Meeting. We also encourage all of you to consider 

serving as a Director at some time in the future; if you are interested, please let us know.

We are extremely excited about UNT’s continued efforts to promote the awareness of Czech 

music through its outreach efforts throughout the state. This year UNT will be arranging a tour by 

the Czech dechovka band, Stříbrňanka, in late February and early March.  For those of us who 

have seen and heard this band before, this will bring back fond memories of previous 

performances, while for all of us this will be a wonderful opportunity to enjoy hearing and singing 

along to many of the Czech songs that we know so well. Performance locations as of this writing 

include Ennis, West, Caldwell, Austin, Houston, and Dallas. You may check out YouTube (type in 

Stribrnanka) to see clips or you can go to http://www.stribrnanka.cz/Articles/Galerie to find out more 

about the group.

At this time I would like to extend my sincerest thanks and appreciation to all of the CEFT 

Board of Directors who continue to volunteer their time and offer their expertise to the organization. 

Their dedication to CEFT ensures the organization’s continued success.

Woody Smith
President, Board of Directors

From the President                                                             continued from page 1

Veselé A 
Šťastný

Nový Rok

Na
Zdravi
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Return Address

Cindy Belknap c/o CEFT

2520 Willing Avenue

Fort Worth, TX 76110

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

CEFT 2012 Annual General Meeting

The annual general membership meeting of 
the Czech Educational Foundation of 

Texas will be held on Saturday, January 21, 
2012 in Benedict Hall on the campus of the 
University of Texas at Austin.  The meeting 

will begin at 10:30 AM in Room 2.104.  

A noon concert with pianist Karolina 
Syrovatkova will follow the meeting in 

Jessen Auditorium in Homer Rainey Hall.  

The CEFT Board of Directors will meet in 
Benedict Hall after the concert.  

Benedict Hall and Homer Rainey Hall are 
the first two buildings on the main mall just 

behind the Littlefield Fountain.

article on the Valachian dialect of Czech.  The following comments 

are from Machann’s “Editor’s Notes”:

I expect that many friends and relatives here in Texas will have a 

special interest in this topic, because the great majority of Texans 

of Czech ancestry trace the origins of their immigrant ancestors to 

the Valachian and Lachian regions of Moravia. Drozd seeks to add 

to the linguistic scholarship about Valachian while making this 

information accessible to the general reader. Because the historical 

origin of the Valachs is controversial and the status of the 

Valachian dialect is considered problematic by some linguists, 

Drozd has chosen a challenging subject, and I believe readers will 

agree that he has met the challenge. His expansive notes illustrate 

the depth of his research. Because he has located so many 

sources of information about “Valachian” and “Valašsko,” he has 

put together a bibliography which includes information from his 

endnotes as well as additional references, and I will give the 

Internet link here for anyone who may be interested in seeing this: 

www.bama.ua.edu/~adrozd/research.

Texas A&M                        continued from page 2

In Memoriam
The CEFT honors those directors and members who have passed:

Lou Zaeske, Member


